The Perfect Neighbors: A Novel

One of Glamours Best Books of Summer *
An Us Weekly Trending Title A delicious
beach read. People Relatable characters
round out a fun, fast read. Good
Housekeeping A compelling, suspenseful
tale. Kirkus Reviews The perfect summer
read. BooklistHow well do you ever really
know the family next door? Bucolic
Newport Cove, where spontaneous block
parties occur on balmy nights and all of the
streets are named for flowers, is proud of
its distinction of being named one the top
twenty safest neighborhoods in the US. Its
also one of the most secret-filled. Kellie
Scott has just returned to work after a
decade of being a stay-at-home mom. Shes
adjusting to high heels, scrambling to cook
dinner for her family after a day at the
officeand soaking in the dangerous
attention of a very handsome, very married
male colleague. Kellies neighbor Susan
Barrett begins every day with fresh
resolutions: she wont eat any carbs, shell
go to bed at a reasonable hour, and shell
stop stalking her ex-husband and his new
girlfriend. Gigi Kennedy seems to have it
all togetherexcept her teenage daughter has
turned into a hostile stranger and her
husband is running for Congress, which
means her old skeletons are in danger of
being brought into the light. Then a new
family moves to this quiet, tree-lined
cul-de-sac. Tessa Campbell seems friendly
enough to the other mothers, if a bit
reserved. Then the neighbors notice that no
one is ever invited to Tessas house. And
soon, it becomes clear that Tessa is hiding
the biggest secret of all.
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A Novel: Sarah Pekkanen: 9781501106491: : Books.The Perfect Neighbours has 3131 ratings and 141 reviews. Kaceey
- Traveling Kind of sad actually. But after reading this book I think maybe I got off lucky!Nora Roberts is the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of more than 200 novels. She is also the author of the bestselling In Death series written
under the Book Review - The Perfect Neighbors by Sarah Pekkanen is escapist literature and nothing more. No one is
going to have an epiphany readingThis reading group guide for The Perfect Neighbors includes an introduction,
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Perfect Neighbors A Novel by Sarah Pekkanen with Rakuten Kobo. Narrated by Madeleine Maby. The page-turning
new novel from theFind helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Perfect Neighbors: A Novel at . Read
honest and unbiased product reviews from our This story takes place in the perfect-seeming neighborhood of Newport
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